
2023 / 2024 School Supply List
High School

The following items are generic supplies for this school year. Pens, pencils,
notebooks, book covers, glue,scissors and highlighters. The following are specific
items for classes:

Spanish 1 Students:
Multi-subject, college ruled notebook
Folder for Spanish only (unless notebook has pockets)
Headphones / earbuds

Spanish 2, 3 & 4 Students:
Multi-subject, college ruled notebook (continue using previous Spanish notebook if
possible)
Folder for Spanish only (unless notebook has pockets)
Headphones / earbuds

Art Students:
Notebook sized Sketchbook

Chemistry & Physics Students:
Scientific Calculator, pencil, big eraser

Physical Science & PLTW (Project Lead the Way) Students:
3 ring binder and scientific calculator



Biology, Environmental Science, Anatomy Students:
College ruled notebook, pen, pencil

Algebra 1, 1A, 1B, Applied Geometry Students:
Pencils and pens
College ruled notebook (use for math class only)
Folder (use for math class only)
Texas Instruments Scientific Calculator: TI-30X IIS (preferred); other options: TI-30XS or
TI-34 (NOT a Casio Brand)

Geometry & Algebra 2 Students:
Scientific Calculator - TI-30XS or TI-30X IIS are the preferred types.
College ruled notebook (use for math classes only)
Pencils

Pre-Calculus and Calculus Students:
* Graphing calculator (TI83+ or TI84+ - check with Mr. Bachman for other models)
College ruled notebook (used for math classes only)
Pencils
*A graphing calculator may be rented from the school

U.S. History, Psychology, Sociology, Topics I & II
Notebook, folder

Economics, Government &World History Students:
Notebook, folder, highlighters and notecards for World History
Notebook, folder, highlighters for Government and Economics

English 2 and English 4 Students:
College Ruled notebook (for English only)
Folder (for English only)
1 package of note cards
Earbuds/ headphones
1 box of Kleenex

Communications I & II, Contemporary Lit., Research/True Crime Students:
Notebook, folder

English 1 & English 3 Students:
College ruled notebook
Folder



Pencils or pens
Fine tip markers or highlighters
Note cards
1 box of Kleenex
Free reading book daily

Brookshire’s Classes
Pencils only
Notebook paper
Folder with pockets

Please replace items as they run out or are lost as you are expected to have a blue or
black ink pen and paper with you each and every day along with your folder, book,
assignments and planner.

I do not have all of the classes and supplies listed. The teachers will let you
know if there is anything specific that they will need in class the first two
days of school.


